Stein Discovery of the Century:

Musterschutz and Schierholz: The Missing Link
by Ron Fox
Ever since collectors of beer steins
became infatuated with those magnificent porcelain figurals with the
familiar "tic-tac-toe" (or hash mark)
symbol or the stamp with the magical
word "Musterschutz", theories and
speculations regarding their manufacturer have been bandied about. But
none of them could be substantiated.
In 1976, the publication of the popular
book,
"Encyclopedia
of
Character
Steins" (Manusov), stirred much interest in this area of stein collecting. I
had only been collecting for a few
years at that time, but my interest also
leaned toward these porcelain figurals
— which everyone called "character
steins". While visiting the Los Angeles
SCI convention I noticed an unusual

Fig. 1. The "missing link" Schierholz
monkey stein.

honey-colored character stein of a
monkey's head (see Fig. 1) in the Erste
Gruppe stein exhibit. It seemed to have
many traits of the "Musterschutz" marked characters but the mark was
that of Schierholz & Sohn (see Fig. 2).
The stein was also in a locked case
and couldn't be handled. It wasn't until
late 1984 that I was able to see this
stein again. I was visiting a collector in
California and I spotted this stein sitting on his stein shelf. Now I was able
to actually hold it in my hands and
examine it closely. By this time I was
much more knowledgable about these
type of steins as I had learned much
about their traits and had done many
repairs on them. I had even gone so far
as to actually make entire porcelain
copies of several of the popular "Musters c h u t z " character steins! It was
evident to me that his stein was
definitely made by the same factory
which made the " M u s t e r s c h u t z "
porcelain character steins. There was
absolutely no doubt that the manufacturers of both this monkey stein and
the "Musterschutz" characters were
the same. This was indeed the
"Missing Link" we had been searching
for!
I decided to seek the help of Jack
Lowenstein to write to the Dresden Art
Museum in German on official SCI stationery to try to get more information.
We sent along photos of several of the
steins, plus copies of the usual
"Musterschutz" marks. Being that
Dresden is now in East Germany, getting information from them seemed
doubtful. But they did reply. Unfor-

tunately the curator had no knowledge
of either the steins or the marks. We
decided to go one step further. We
wrote another letter (also in German) to
the factory now known as VEB
Porzellanmanufactur Plaue, located in
the city of Plaue, which is in the Thuringia region of East Germany. We sent
along the same photos, but used the
Dresden Museum's curator as a means
of introduction. After some time, Jack
received a reply. The letter said in part,
"We are able to tell you that the beer
steins illustrated in the photographs
were produced at our factory at the end
of the last century. The models are the
work of modellers (designers) Edmund
Haase and Edmund Sieder (actually
Oskar Sieder) who were employed at
our plant during that time." Bingo!
Definite proof at last.
(Text continued on page 1503)

Fig. 2. Schierholz & Sohn mark on base of
monkey stein

Corning Museum Trip
Announced
by Jim Marshall

Attention, all east coasters: Our second field trip to Corning, New York, is
scheduled for the weekend of October
24-26, 1986. It promises an event-filled
three days, with visits to the Corning
Museum of Glass, the Rockwell
Museum, and several wineries, plus interesting lectures, stein show-and-tells
and some good old-fashioned fun.
Our headquarters for the weekend will
be the beautiful Corning Hilton Hotel,
just a short walk from the glass factory
and museum.

Convention Flash:
Here are some "hot off the press"
results of the several awards and
elections at the San Diego Convention.
SCI's new president: Mark Durban
Master Steinologist: Bob Wilson
Jack Heimann Service Award
Winner: Jim DeMars
Miss Beer Stein '86: Pola Durban
SCI's Poet Laureate: Sam Brainard
Full election results will be published in
the December issue of Prosit.

Complete details will be sent to all
east coast chapters before the end of
summer, but mark your calendar now:
October 24 to 26 —for an informative,
educational and fun-filled, stein-filled
weekend.

SCI Library
Material Available
Sets of 35mm colored slides of steins
in the following categories:
'Character
Mettlach
Kreusen
Regimental
1985 Convention Auction - 406 slides
General (representative steins from
character, glass, Kreussen, Mettlach,
pewter, Vienna and other types. Particularly suitable for presentations to
new or potential stein collectors.)
*The character slides have been
recently augmented, through the
courtesy of Les Paul, with some
unusual ones from his collection.

Convention trophies awarded to
chairmen Mark Durban and Terry Hill

co

Oktoberfest
Rhyme by Sam Brainard
Postcard courtesy of George Schamberger

How to Orden Send the following to Urban W. Boresch, 282 Kercheval Ave.,
Grosse Point Farms, Michigan 48236.
(Tel. 313-886-4692):
a. Name, address, telephone number
and SCI number
b. Check for rental fee of $15 per set,
made out to Stein Collectors International
c. Date for which slides are requested
(All slide sets must of course be returned to the Library after showing.)
Note: The Library is still seeking additional material. The material will be
copied and returned to the sender, if remiAfitorl

Bring out the barrels, we have some
drinking to do.
It's not time for carols when we are
sampling the brew
Head for the city that never fails to
delight;
To miss Munich's a pity, so wondrous
K\/ Haw QnH ni/lht

Musterschutz (continued
page)
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This factory was known as Schierholz
& Sohn at the turn of the century. I was
off to Germany to meet with them, but
visa problems stopped me on two occasions. I turned to my German friend,
Werner Sahm, who promised to visit
the Plaue factory and find out more
about the factory and the steins. He
was extremely successful. A full article
about what he found, how these
character steins were made, a com-

plete history of the factory, and all we
know about the "Schierholz" character
steins will appear in the December
1986 issue of Prosit (no. 86). In the
meantime I will have given a verbal
report of our findings at the 20th SCI
Convention in San Diego in July.
We must now try to label these fine
character steins correctly and stop
calling them "Musterschutz steins" —
and properly start referring to them as
"Schierholz character steins".

Fig. 1. Monkey steins, ceramic and glass

right is a clear cut glass with an
opaque glass monkey on top, sitting in
a reflective pose.

Fig. 3. Another view of the monkey character stein

Can a Monkey Actually
Make You Feel Good?
by Pat Manusov

Can a monkey actually make you feel
good? Well, now, that depends on a
variety of things. What do we mean by
a "monkey?" Do we mean the actual
animal, the usage of the term in German to mean drinking (to excess) or a
replica? Certainly the monkeys in the
zoo are funny to watch, and a glass of
beer has been known to make one feel
pretty good, but the replicas can be the
best! I'm talking about the replicas in
the form of beer steins, of course. Just
recently I began a side aspect of
character stein collecting, and that is
collecting steins with monkey finials,
steins in the form of the complete
monkey, or steins with monkey
decorations. How delightful to amble
into a room and come face to face with

several shelves of these marvelous
drinking vessels, always there to put a
smile on my countenance. Better to
have a replica of a monkey make you
feel good, than to suffer the consequences (tomcat = Kater) of drinking
too much beer (monkey = Affe).

Fig. 2 shows three full-form monkeys,
the two newer ones on each side
holding steins. The older one in the
center (ECS no. 42), with his jaunty top
hat, has his arm over a plaque which
reads "Like the butterfly comes from a
caterpillar, so the tomcat (Kater, or
hangover) comes from the monkey
(drinking). Those who want to avoid the
little son (hangover) should beware of
the father (drinking)." (Incised Germany, mold no. 1261). Fig. 3 shows three
steins that look as if they were made
by the same manufacturer, although
no company name appears on the base
of any of them. Each of the three
finials are exactly the same except in
coloration. The one on the left is simply in the green and beige colors, while
the other two are much more lively
with additional reds, browns and
yellows. The one on the left simply

I've assembled the steins that I have
acquired so far so that you can see for
yourselves the fun of these little critters. As with most translations of
German into English, the fun of the
German is lost, but we'll try our best.
Fig. 1 shows a pottery stein with a picture of a wife nagging her husband on
the front (incised mold no. 1598). On
each side are portions of a poem which
translate into "When you're coming
out of the bar, you're bringing the
monkey home with you." The finial,
however, shows two monkeys sitting
with their arms around each other in a
friendly manner. The glass stein on the

Fig. 2 -- Three monkey characters

Fig. 4. The various Schierholz/Plaue marks

says "Prosit" (marked Germany, mold
no. 1251, 11), and the version on the
one on the right translates to "If the
monkey in the beer glass gets large,
then the devil will be soon at play."
(Marked Germany, mold no. 1193, 9).
The center stein is my newest. This
shows fish (herring) on end around the
whole stein, with what looks like planets and dots in yellow and white interspersed among them. It took me a
while of studying this stein to realize
that the "planets" were actually slices
of onions and the " d o t s " the brine, or
rock salt, that these little guys were
preserved in. These indeed are
"pickled" herring, and the verse reads
"After an experience of drinking, the
tomcat (hangover) dies (i.e., goes
away) on sour herring." Rollmops (or
rolled sour herring) are supposedly a
good cure for a hangover. (Marked
Germany, mold no. 1245,4).

Fig. 3 - Monkey finials

The next two steins (Fig. 4) are really
interesting because, again, these look
as if they were made by the same
manufacturer. They are an unusual
type of semi-glazed pottery, of the
blue-grey style with a brown overlay on
the figures. Steins of this type are
usually found with an unglazed finish.
Both have similar messages incised
into the bodies. The smaller Vz-L stein
(no marks) has a handle in the shape of
a cat, while the larger 2-VHL (incised
83/111) has a handle in the shape of a
monkey holding a part of a tree branch.
The monkey finial on the smaller stein
is sitting holding onto a boot (Stiefel see ECS no. 45 for the boot game),
while the larger 2-Vi-L stein has a finial
with a sitting monkey holding a stein
(Fig. 5). The one on the right is my
favorite stein. The verse on both tran-

Fig. 6-There's mischief afoot! (ECS no. 34)

Fig. 4 -- An interesting monkey duo

slates to "It is better to spend time
with monkeys, cats and bears, than to
associate at anytime with oxen and
d o n k e y s . " Oxen and donkeys are
synonymous with dull and uninteresting people, while the monkeys
(drinking), cats (hangovers) and bears
(beer) are far better companions. Who
can refute that?
The monkey's head (Fig. 6, ECS no. 34)
is a colorful character who seems to
look askance out of the corner of his
eyes, perhaps at one of his drunken
counterparts. This is a "D.R.G.M.", as
you can tell by the base with its double
row of dots so synonymous with this
manufacturer. And the next monkey's
head (Fig. 7, ECS no. 33) is a special
one that you will have heard about at
the July 1986 SCI Convention. We are
thrilled to have this one in our collection.

Fig. 7 - Woe is me! (ECS no. 33)

on this finial is reading. The banner on
the front reads "the fight for survival".
(Incised Germany 1402,13.) I've always
thought that the monkey was pon-

Last, but certainly not least, is this
" D a r w i n " stein (Fig. 8), so-called
because of the book that the monkey

Fig. 5 - Detail of monkey finial

Fig. 8 - The "Darwin" stein (see text)

